State Governments Influences

- Virginia Senate candidate Tim Kaine speaks at dinner honoring Jamal Barzinji with Lifetime Achievement Award. FBI documents from 1987-1988 flat-out state that Barzinji is a member of the Muslim Brotherhood. (10/2011)

- Illinois Governor Pat Quinn’s Muslim Advisory Council has Brotherhood front group members from CAIR, ISNA. (2011)

- Governor Christie’s Dirty Islamist Ties - on NJ Governor Christie nominating Suhail Mohammed for judge. (2011)

- More Christie’s Embrace of Islamo-Fascists 2012

- Here is the Aga Khan/Governor Rick Perry curriculum: Scrubbed from the web, cache scrubbed from Google Search 2011

Local Governments

- Chicago Mayor Rahm Emanuel appoints Hamas-linked CAIR’s Ahmed Rehab to advisory committee 2012